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In order to identify the main actors during the initial steps of the formation of noble gas filled bubbles, we
have performed an extensive investigation of a single noble gas atom (helium, neon, argon, krypton,
xenon) as interstitial or in interaction with a monovacancy and a divacancy in silicon. Density functional
calculations in the generalized gradient approximation allowed us for determining the structure and
stability of various configurations. We found that interstitial configurations are especially relevant for
helium, and to a lesser extent for neon. Heavy noble gas species are predicted to form complexes with
vacancies, except in out-of-equilibrium situations where an original bond-centered interstitial configura-
tion is favored. Besides, we propose a model combining a repulsive interaction between the host local
electronic density and the noble gas atom, and an elastic description of this atom as a deformable spher-
ical inclusion into an homogeneous isotropic medium. This model is shown to provide an appropriate
description, especially for light noble gas species such as helium and neon.

� 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Chemical elements located in the rightmost column of the peri-
odic classification constitute the group of so-called noble gas (NG)
species. They are, among other specific properties, characterized by
the quasi absence of chemical reactivity, because of their com-
pletely filled electronic shells. Being inert, NG exhibit unique
behaviors when interacting with many materials [1]. For instance,
NG can be used for processing semiconductors, yielding inert
atmosphere during growth, ion beam milling of surfaces, or plasma
etching. In electronics, light NG such as He or Ne are also poten-
tially useful in the gettering process for electronic devices [2]. NG
atoms are initially implanted in the material, far from the active
layers of the future device. Subsequent treatments lead to the for-
mation of cavities [3], which are then used to trap undesirable
impurities migrating from active layers. The formation of these
extended defects is beneficial for relaxing strain in pseudomorphic
SiGe/Si heterostructures, and is also an essential step in the smart-
cut process used in the production of silicon-on-insulator wafer
substrates. In a spatial context, embedded NG atoms have been
found in interstellar dusts [4], and can be used as marker for mod-
els attempting to describe stars evolution. Finally, the effects of the
presence of NG into materials are also extensively investigated in
the context of nuclear applications. In fact, NG like helium are pro-
duced in large quantities coming from neutron-induced transmu-
tation reactions and from the coolant. In fusion reactors, the
plasma is also generating a high flux of helium which will interact
with the wall. The accumulation of helium into structural, confin-
ing or fuel cladding materials leads to the formation of extended
defects like bubbles [1,5], potentially resulting in swelling, embrit-
tlement, surface roughening, blistering, all processes that can dra-
matically degrade the mechanical properties.

Extended defect formation due to the presence of helium is lar-
gely documented in metals [6,7], covalent systems like silicon [8–
14], silicon carbide [15–19], gallium nitride [20], or disordered
materials [21]. However a similar outcome has been observed
when other NG species such as neon [22,23], argon [24–28], kryp-
ton [29,30], and xenon [26,31–33] are inserted into materials. The
formation of extended defects such as bubbles or platelets is then
clearly a general feature caused by the presence of NG atoms into
materials.

The generally accepted driving force behind defects formation is
the non-solubility of NG atoms in most materials because of their
chemical inertness. NG atoms tend to aggregate to lower the
energy cost, occupying available space at defects or generating
some if possible. As a result, the formation of NG-filled extended
defects such as platelets and bubbles is generally favored.
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Nevertheless, the different and possibly complex mechanisms
leading to the formation of these defects are not fully understood
yet. For instance NG-filled bubbles can grow through continuous
supplies of NG atoms and vacancies, by coalescence of existing
bubbles, or by emission of dislocation loops [6,34]. Determining
the properties and evolution of NG-filled bubbles was the motiva-
tion of a large number of dedicated studies. A key property in all
proposed models is the NG density into the bubble, which can be
obtained thanks to experiments [32,35–40] and numerical
simulations [41–50].

To understand bubbles formation, it is also equally important to
determine the very first steps leading to the formation of bubbles
precursors. Then elementary properties such as formation and
migration energies associated with single NG atoms need to be
characterized. Furthermore, one has to consider the interaction of
NG atoms with vacancies. In fact, NG atoms can be introduced into
materials only as energetic particles. A large part of this energy is
dissipated through inelastic collisions of the impinging particle
with electrons, and the remaining part as elastic collision with ions
of the host material. When the energy transmitted to one of these
ions is higher than the threshold displacement energy [51–54],
there is formation of both an interstitial and a vacancy defect (a
Frenkel pair). A large proportion of those recombine during the
irradiation process [55,56]. Nevertheless, it is assumed that a non
negligible amount of vacancy defects remain, whose interaction
with NG atoms could play the role of precursors for bubbles forma-
tion. This is especially true for the heaviest NG species, for which a
larger amount of damage is created in the host lattice.

In diluted state, NG atoms are hardly detected by most of exper-
imental techniques because of the lack of interaction with the host
lattice. Then, available information concerning NG interstitials
alone or in interaction with vacancies is often obtained from theo-
retical studies. Helium impurities have been the most studied,
especially in metals [57–67], but also in more complex materials
such as oxide [68] and MAX phases [69]. In covalent materials, sin-
gle NG atom properties have been investigated especially for
helium in several group IV materials such as silicon [70–74], silicon
carbide [75–78], and diamond [79]. In these studies, it appears that
it is usually favorable for helium to bind to existing vacancies. For
heavier NG species, such as Ne, Ar, Kr and Xe, both experimental
and theoretical data are scarce. Further investigations are then
needed to extend the current state of the art.

In this paper, we report density functional theory (DFT) calcula-
tions of the properties of single NG atoms (He, Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe) as
interstitial or in interaction with mono- and divacancy in silicon.
The latter was chosen since it is considered as a covalent model
material, for which one can hope that the results presented here
will be quite general. In a first part, we describe our calculations
of the stability and structure of a NG atom as interstitial and in
presence of vacancies. In a second part, we propose a simple model
combining an elastic description and an electronic embedding con-
tribution, which allows for reproducing the results of numerical
simulations.
Table 1
Energies (in eV) required to introduce a single NG atom into the silicon lattice
according to different configurations (see the text for labels meaning). The ‘–’ symbol
indicates unstable or untested configurations.

He Ne Ar Kr Xe

T 1.00 2.50 5.83 7.14 10.22
H 1.66 3.37 6.86 8.02 10.82
BC – – 5.81 5.82 7.14
SP – – 7.13 6.96 –
V1S 1.82 1.98 2.63 2.29 3.34
V1T 1.15 1.65 – – –
V2S – – 1.63 1.24 2.30
V2C 0.49 0.89 – 1.94 2.54
2. Methods

The calculations reported in this work were performed with the
PWscf code [80] from the Quantum-ESPRESSO project [81], there-
fore in the framework of DFT [82,83], and using the Perdew–
Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) [84] generalized gradient approximation
for the description of exchange and correlation. The use of a DFT-
PBE framework is justified here because the interactions between
the NG atoms and the host materials are essentially repulsive. Fur-
thermore, PBE has been shown to allow an overall better modeling
of weak bonding than other usual exchange–correlation
approximations [85]. The interaction between valence electrons
and ions was described using ultrasoft pseudopotentials [86].
Wave functions were expanded on a plane-wave basis, with an
energy cutoff of 15 Ry. Within these conditions, the computed lat-
tice parameter of silicon a0 was found to be equal to 5.468 Å, in
good agreement with the experimental value of 5.43 Å. The calcu-
lation of the electronic density was made by sampling the Brillouin
zone with a 1

2-shifted 23 Monkhorst–Pack grid of k-points [87],
equivalent to a set of 4 irreducible k-points.

A 3a0 � 3a0 � 3a0 periodically repeated cubic supercell, includ-
ing 216 atoms for a perfect silicon crystal, was used for all simula-
tions. A NG atom was initially positioned at different locations in
the perfect lattice, or relative to a mono- or a divacancy. Forces
were relaxed using the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno quasi-
Newton algorithm, stopped when residual forces were below
10�3 eV Å�1 to ensure well converged final structures.

Several sources of errors are possible when dealing with finite
size density functional calculations. An important one is related
to the convergence of the electronic structure calculation. Here
we found that both the chosen energy cutoff and k-points set were
appropriate to obtain well converged energies, with errors likely to
be much lower than the influence of the exchange correlation
approximation selected in our work. Another important source of
error is coming from the use of a finite size cell, especially for
the heaviest NG species which can induce important lattice defor-
mations. The influence of using fixed volume calculations can be
estimated by computing an Eshelby type elastic correction, follow-
ing Hepburn et al. [66]. For Xe in tetrahedral interstitial position,
for which the lattice distortions are the largest among investigated
configurations, we calculate a correction of 0.3 eV, thus only 3% of
the 10.22 eV formation energy (see Table 1). Corrections will be
much lower for lighter NG species or configurations involving NG
in vacancies. Finally, zero point energy contributions have not been
computed in this work, since they have been shown to change
excess energies by about 0.01 eV [66]. Overall, we estimate the
errors on our computed excess energies to be at least 0.05 eV
and at most 3%.

The validity of our computational setup was finally assessed in
the case of the mono and divacancy in silicon. The formation
energies in both cases are

Ef ðV1Þ ¼ EðV1Þ �
N � 1

N
E0 ð1Þ

Ef ðV2Þ ¼ EðV2Þ �
N � 2

N
E0 ð2Þ

where EðV1=V2Þ is the total energy of the defected configuration, N
the total number of atoms and E0 the total energy of the pristine
system. These definitions allow for an appropriate cancelation of
errors associated with the finite size of supercells. We calculated
a formation energy of 3.33 eV for the monovacancy, in excellent
agreement with previous investigations [88–90]. The relaxed
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structure exhibits the correct D2d symmetry [89,90], with bond
lengths of 2.97 Å and 3.52 Å in the core of the defect. A formation
energy of 5.05 eV is obtained for the divacancy, which gives a
binding energy of 1.61 eV for two monovacancies, also in excellent
agreement with previous works [91–93].
3. Structure and stability

Silicon crystallizes in the cubic diamond lattice, an open struc-
ture with several possible interstitial sites (Fig. 1). High symmetry
locations are the so-called tetrahedral (T) and hexagonal (H) sites.
When positioned in the former, an interstitial has 4 silicon neigh-
bors at a distance of

ffiffiffi

3
p

a0=4 ’ 0:433a0, which is the 1st neighbors
distance of the cubic diamond lattice. In the second case, an inter-
stitial would have 6 silicon neighbors at a distance of
ffiffiffiffiffiffi

11
p

a0=8 ’ 0:414a0. Another possible location is the bond-
centered (BC) site, the interstitial atom being positioned between
two first-neighbor silicon atoms. This configuration, untested for
NG as far as we know, is favored for atomic hydrogen [94,95].
Finally, Goss and co-workers reported that in diamond a single
argon, krypton or xenon atom would preferably form h001i-ori-
ented split interstitials [79]. This configuration, tested here for
the same NG species, is called SP in the following. In the presence
of a monovacancy, an obvious location is the center of the vacancy,
where a NG impurity can be thought to be substitional (V1S). Other
possible positions are T and H sites in the immediate vicinity of the
vacancy. Finally, high symmetry sites in presence of a divacancy
are the mid-position between the two vacancies (V2C), or the
center of one of the two vacancies forming the divacancy (V2S).

To determine the most stable locations for a NG atom, we com-
puted the insertion energy needed to introduce a NG atom into the
silicon lattice, in presence or not of vacancies, as

EiðNG;XÞ ¼ EðNG;XÞ � EðXÞ � lðNGÞ ð3Þ

with EðNG;XÞ the total energy of silicon in state X (pristine, with V1

or V2) and containing a NG atom, EðXÞ the total energy of the system
in state X without the NG atom, and the reference energy l of the
NG atom. In this work, l is chosen equal to the total energy of
the NG atom alone computed in the same supercell.
Fig. 1. Some possible configurations for a NG impurity (yellow sphere) as
interstitial or in interaction with mono- and divacancies (transparent pink volume),
projected in a {110} silicon (blue spheres) layer. See Section 3 for further
explanations on notations. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
3.1. Helium

Investigating first interstitial configurations, the tetrahedral T
site is the most stable site for helium with Ei ¼ 1:00 eV (Table 1
and Fig. 2), a value in the range of published data [70,72–74].
The final structure keeps the original Td symmetry, with distances
between helium and first-neighbors silicon atoms enlarged by only
3.3% during the relaxation. Slightly lower deformations were previ-
ously reported, probably because of smaller computational sys-
tems [70,72–74]. Helium is found to be unstable in the
hexagonal H site, migrating towards the T site during the structural
relaxation. Constraining the helium atom to remain in H, an inser-
tion energy of 1.66 eV is obtained, in agreement with two previous
works [70,74]. It has been suggested that the significantly higher
value reported in Ref. [72] might be due to the use of a different
theoretical framework, and also of a very small computational
system [74]. The latter is probably the right explanation, since
discrepancies tend to increase for heavier NG impurity, as will be
seen in the following. In our case, the deformation of the silicon lat-
tice in the vicinity of the helium atom remains small, distances
between helium and first-neighbors silicon atoms being stretched
by 4.4%. Finally, we found that when the helium atom is initially
positioned in the BC site, it migrates to the nearest T site during
the relaxation.

A high insertion energy of 1.82 eV is obtained when the helium
atom is located in the monovacancy center, in V1S configuration
(Table 1). This energy is higher than the value of 1.4 eV reported
by Zavodinsky et al. [73]. Other investigations reported that this
configuration is not stable [70,72]. This disagreement could be sim-
ply explained by considering the initial structure used for simula-
tions. If the helium atom is positioned in an unrelaxed vacancy, it is
trapped during relaxation because of the Td symmetry. Instead, if
the initial configuration is a helium atom located in a relaxed
vacancy, thus characterized by a D2d symmetry, the V1S configura-
tion becomes unstable. In the latter case, the helium atom migrates
towards the T site first neighbor of the vacancy (Table 1 and con-
figuration T1 in Fig. 3). The final separation between the helium
atom and the vacancy is 1.75 Å, and the maximum lattice distor-
tion is supported by the silicon atom on the other side of the
vacancy, which is shifted by 0.78 Å. The final energy is 1.15 eV,
thus 0.15 eV higher than for interstitial helium. This energy differ-
ence is exactly the same as reported in the seminal work by Alatalo
et al. [70]. We found another stable helium configuration T2 in the
vicinity of the vacancy, with an insertion energy of 1.25 eV. This
structure, shown in the Fig. 3, is obtained when the helium atom
is initially located in a T site second neighbor to the vacancy. The
relaxation brings the helium atom at a distance of 1.32 Å of the
monovacancy center. However, when initially positioned in a T site
third neighbor to the vacancy, the helium atom remains on site,
Fig. 2. Relaxed ball-stick structures for an interstitial helium atom in T and H sites,
obtained from DFT-PBE calculations. Si (He) atoms are represented by blue (yellow)
spheres with arbitrary radii. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)



Fig. 3. Relaxed ball-stick structures (T1, left, and T2, right) for an interstitial helium
atom in the vicinity of a vacancy, obtained from DFT-PBE calculations. Si (He) atoms
are represented by blue (yellow) spheres with arbitrary radii. The monovacancy
region is shown as a transparent pink volume. (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
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with a negligible vacancy-helium interaction. Finally, it is found
that for all monovacancy-related configurations the insertion ener-
gies are equal or higher than for the interstitial helium in pristine
bulk, which confirms that a vacancy is a repulsive center
[70,72,73]. Possible non-exclusive explanations are (1) the relaxa-
tion of the monovacancy towards the D2d most stable state is
blocked by the presence of the helium atom (2) the high electronic
density in the vacancy center, due to the four dangling bonds, is
not energetically favorable for a closed-shell atom like helium. This
issue will be further investigated in the Section 4.

A low energy of 0.49 eV is needed to insert the helium atom in
the center of a divacancy (Table 1), a significantly lower value than
previously reported [72]. The relaxed structure exhibits negligible
differences with the bare divacancy configuration, which would
indicate that this energy is essentially due to the repulsive interac-
tion between the helium atom and the electrons in the center of
the divacancy. The second tested case with helium initially located
at the center of one of the two vacancies (V2S) is not stable, the
helium atom relaxing towards the center of the divacancy. The
lower insertion energy compared to the interstitial configuration
clearly indicates that the silicon divacancy, unlike the monovacan-
cy, is a trap for the helium atom. Furthermore, the presence of the
helium atom increases the stability of the divacancy against disso-
ciation. This configuration could then be considered as a precursor
for helium-filled bubbles in silicon, as previously proposed by Rai-
neri et al. [96]. However, recent molecular dynamics simulations
suggested that large vacancy clusters are formed before helium is
trapped [49], which would minimize the role of the helium-
divacancy complex.

3.2. Neon

There have been fewer investigations of neon in silicon, com-
pared to helium. Earlier calculations by Estreicher et al. revealed
insertion energies larger than 3 eV for the interstitial configuration
[72]. It is also predicted in this work that the monovacancy does
not trap the neon atom, unlike the divacancy. This is not confirmed
by recent theoretical investigations, which yield much lower inser-
tion energies [74,97], and also show that the helium will be
trapped by the monovacancy.

We first investigated the most stable configuration for an inter-
stitial neon atom in pristine silicon, among the same three possible
sites than for helium. The calculated insertion energies, reported in
the Table 1, are typically 1.5 eV larger compared to the helium ones
and keep the same ordering. The most stable configuration corre-
sponds to the T site, with Ei ¼ 2:50 eV. This value is 1.1 eV lower
than the one published in the Ref. [72]. The final structure keeps
the original Td symmetry, the separations between the neon atom
and the silicon neighbors being enlarged by 5%. Like for helium, a
neon atom initially located in the H interstitial site migrates
towards a T position during relaxation. A constrained calculation
yields Ei ¼ 3:37 eV, with a 7.6% increase of the distance between
the neon atom and first-neighbors silicon. The last investigated
interstitial site, BC, does not lead to a stable relaxed structure, like
in the helium case.

Considering now defected silicon, we determined an insertion
energy of 1.98 eV (Table 1) when the neon impurity is located at
the center of a monovacancy. This configuration is only weakly sta-
ble, and the neon atom leaves this site when slightly displaced.
Further relaxations make the system to evolve towards a configu-
ration similar to the T2 structure represented in the Fig. 3. Note
that when the neon atom is initially positioned in a T site first
neighbor to the monovacancy (configuration T1 in the Fig. 3), it
also relaxes to T2. The final neon-monovacancy distance is
1.18 Å, and the corresponding energy is only 1.65 eV. This energy
is lower than the interstitial energy by 0.85 eV, which suggests that
the neon atom will be trapped by the monovacancy. A similar con-
clusion can be drawn for the divacancy case. In fact, the most sta-
ble configuration is obtained when the neon atom is located in the
center of the divacancy, with an insertion energy of 0.89 eV
(Table 1). Like for helium, a silicon divacancy is therefore a trap
for the neon atom. At last, the configuration with the neon atom
positioned in V2S is not stable.

3.3. Argon

The available knowledge regarding elementary properties such
as energetics and configurations of a single argon atom in silicon is
as scarce as for neon. The only available theoretical investigation
concluded that a single argon in pristine silicon would be located
in T site, with a large insertion energy of about 11.3 eV [72]. It is
also predicted from this work that the argon atom would prefer
to stay outside of a monovacancy, while the center of the divacancy
is its most stable location.

Our calculations first revealed a picture qualitatively similar to
what was obtained for helium and neon interstitials, that is a stable
configuration in T site, and a weakly stable configuration in the H
site. The corresponding insertion energies of 5.83 eV and 6.86 eV
(Table 1) are about half the previously reported values [72]. The
relaxed T structure is characterized by a maximum stretching of
8.8% for bonds between the argon interstitial and silicon atoms
first neighbors. For the H configuration, the distance between the
argon atom and the nearest silicon atoms increases by 12.7% dur-
ing relaxation. However, the configuration with Ar in the BC site
becomes now an interesting alternative to the usual T site. In fact,
it is now a stable configuration, with an insertion energy of 5.81 eV.
The relaxed structure is shown in the left part of the Fig. 4. The
presence of the Ar atom leads to the breaking of the Si-Si bond,
the two silicon atoms being shifted away by 1.39 Å from their ini-
tial positions while remaining aligned together with the Ar atom.
Note that the small energy difference between T and BC configura-
tions is within the uncertainty range of our calculations. Taking
into account finite temperature effects could maybe widen this dif-
ference, but in the current state we can only conclude that both
configurations could co-exist. Finally, we also tried to position
the argon atom so as to form a h001i-oriented split interstitial with
a silicon atom (SP). This configuration is found to be stable, but is
quite unlikely due to a high insertion energy of 7.13 eV (Table 1).
The relaxed structure is characterized by a separation of 3.17 Å
between the argon and the silicon atoms, and also by two other sil-
icon atoms which are largely displaced. These atoms are all con-
tained in a {110} plane.

In presence of a monovacancy, the most stable configuration is
obtained with the argon atom now at the center, i.e. V1S (right



Fig. 4. Relaxed ball-stick structures for an argon atom in an interstitial BC site (left),
and at the center of a monovacancy (V1S, right), obtained from DFT-PBE calcula-
tions. Si (Ar) atoms are represented by blue (green) spheres with arbitrary radii. The
monovacancy region is shown as a transparent pink volume. (For interpretation of
the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
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panel, Fig. 4). Compared to the cases of helium and neon, other
sites close to the monovacancy are not stable, the argon atoms
relaxing to the center. The calculated insertion energy is 2.63 eV,
thus much lower than both T and BC interstitial energies. The final
relaxed structure is characterized by a large 0.69 Å displacement of
the four first-neighbors silicon atoms away from the vacancy cen-
ter, thus keeping the original Td symmetry. These silicon atoms
appear to be in a sp2 hybridized state, forming three coplanar
bonds with other Si atoms and with 120� bond angles.

Considering now the divacancy, we found only one stable con-
figuration corresponding to the argon atom at one of the vacancy
centers, with an insertion energy of 1.63 eV. This configuration is
also obtained after relaxation when the argon atom is initially posi-
tioned in the center of the divacancy. The final structure is repre-
sented for the case of krypton in the left panel of Fig. 5. The
three silicon atoms first-neighbors of the occupied vacancy center
are shifted away from the argon atom during the relaxation, lead-
ing to a final geometry comparable to what is obtained in the
monovacancy case (except the missing fourth atom removed to
create the second vacancy). Also the dangling bonds of the unoccu-
pied vacancy are partially reconstructed, with the creation of weak
bonds between silicon atoms first-neighbors of the vacancy center.

Comparing the different calculated insertion energies clearly
reveals that both mono- and divacancies are strong attraction cen-
ters for an argon atom (Fig. 6). Argon implantation usually gener-
ates a non negligible amount of damage in the silicon lattice,
leading to a supersaturation of vacancies. Most of the implanted
argon atoms are then likely to be trapped by these vacancies, be
it in the implanted state or during annealing stages. Since the
Fig. 5. Relaxed ball-stick structures for a krypton atom in V2S configuration (left),
and a xenon atom in V2C configuration (right), obtained from DFT-PBE calculations.
Si, Kr, and Xe atoms are represented by blue, cyan, and red spheres respectively,
with arbitrary radii. The divacancy region is shown as a transparent pink volume.
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
insertion energy for interstitial argon is large, it also becomes
interesting to investigate whether a process involving the thermal
formation of a mono- or divacancy at the impurity location might
be energetically favorable. In the Fig. 6, we compare the interstitial
insertion energy to the sum of the substitutional insertion energy
plus the mono- or divacancy formation energy. Very close values
are obtained in the case of the monovacancy formation, implying
that a population of substitutional argon atoms would co-exist
with a population of interstitial argon atoms at thermal equilib-
rium in pristine silicon. It also hints that bubbles formation might
be initiated without the need for vacancies created during
implantation.

3.4. Krypton

For krypton, it was also predicted that the NG atom is stable in
the divacancy center but not in the monovacancy center, and that
the most stable interstitial configuration corresponds to the kryp-
ton atom in the T site, with an insertion energy of 16.2 eV [72].

Instead, for the interstitial case, we found that the lowest inser-
tion energy value of 5.82 eV is obtained for the krypton atom in the
BC site (Table 1). In the relaxed structure (shown in the Fig. 4 for
argon), the two silicon atoms near the krypton atom have been
shifted away by 1.45 Å from their initial positions. Higher insertion
energies of 6.96 eV, 7.14 eV and 8.02 eV have been computed for
the SP, T and H configurations, respectively, suggesting that their
occurence will be limited.

The krypton atom, like the argon atom, prefers to remain in the
center of a monovacancy, in disagreement with the early calcula-
tion [72]. Our calculated insertion energy is only 2.29 eV (Table 1).
Considering now the divacancy, the most stable configuration is
obtained when the krypton atom is located in one of the vacancy
centers (V2S) with Ei ¼ 1:24 eV. The relaxed system geometry is
shown in the Fig. 5. Finally, a stable structure is also obtained when
it is initially positioned at the divacancy center (Ei ¼ 1:94 eV),
unlike argon.

Then, it is straightforward to conclude that both mono- and
divacancy are traps for a single krypton atom. If we now make
the same energy analysis than for argon, it is found that the ther-
mal formation of a monovacancy in the vicinity of a krypton inter-
stitial could be energetically favorable (Fig. 6). The probability of
Fig. 6. Energies required to introduce a NG atom in bulk (black circles), mono
(lower red squares) and divacancy (lower green triangles) in silicon. Only the most
stable configurations are considered in each case. The upper red squares and green
triangles are obtained by adding the formation energy associated with the mono
and divacancy, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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krypton atoms in interstitial state in silicon then appears to be
smaller than for argon.
3.5. Xenon

The last investigated NG species is xenon, which is the heaviest
and a priori the hardest to accommodate in the silicon lattice.
Therefore, one can expect results in line with argon or krypton
cases. In fact, the most stable interstitial configuration is obtained
with the xenon in BC site (Ei ¼ 7:14 eV, Table 1). The two nearest
silicon atoms are now pushed away by 1.55 Å from their initial
positions, the distance between the xenon atom and one of the
two silicon atoms being 2.73 Å. T and H configurations are both
stable, albeit with large insertion energies of 10.22 eV and
10.82 eV. Finally, the split interstitial SP is not stable, the BC config-
uration being obtained after relaxation.

Like for krypton, the xenon atom prefers to stay at the center of
the monovacancy, with Ei ¼ 3:34 eV. The final structure keeps the
Td symmetry, and is characterized by a maximum displacement
of 0.79 Å for the silicon atoms first-neighbors of the vacancy. Like
for argon and krypton, these atoms appear to be in a sp2 hybridized
state. Considering finally the divacancy, we found that both V2C
and V2S configurations were stable, with very close insertion
energies of 2.54 eV and 2.30 eV, respectively (Table 1). Both config-
urations have then a similar occurence probability.

Like for all NG species, save helium, vacancies will trap the
xenon atom. The Fig. 6 also shows that the thermally activated for-
mation of vacancies in close vicinity to the xenon location is now
clearly energetically favored. The thermal formation of divacancies
also becomes competitive. This suggests that a xenon atom in
interstitial configuration will have a short lifetime.
Table 2
DFT computed electronic density n (in bohr�3) and fitted radius hole a (in Å) at each
insertion site, in pristine silicon or for relaxed V1 and V2 configurations.

T H V1S V2C V2S

n 0.00458 0.00629 0.01173 0.00048 0.00964
a 1.08 0.87 2.03 2.01 2.20
4. Model

In the Table 1, there is an obvious relation between the weight
of the NG impurity and the magnitude of the associated insertion
energies. The heavier NG species are also those for which spatial
delocalization of electrons is the largest. Then it is convenient to
say that the bulkiest NG atoms require the largest energies to be
introduced into silicon. Taking into account that interactions
between the NG impurity and silicon atoms are certainly purely
repulsive, most favorable insertion sites should be the ones with
the largest available free volumes. This concept has already been
proposed in previous works [72,74,66]. However, this simple argu-
ment is not enough to explain available results. For instance, it has
been shown that in iron and nickel the octahedral interstitial site,
which offers the larger free space, is less favored than the tetrahe-
dral interstitial site for helium [66]. The authors of this work pro-
posed that introducing the helium atom in the tetrahedral site is
energetically less expensive due to an easiest local deformation
of the host lattice. One could think that this argument is even more
valid for the heaviest NG species.

Another issue with the simple free volume argument is the high
insertion energy in the case of helium. In fact, there is a non negli-
gible energy difference of 0.82 eV in favor of the interstitial site
compared to the monovacancy. It can hardly be explained on the
basis of available volume, since their first-neighbors environments
are the same. Then following Hepburn and co-workers [66], a pos-
sible explanation is the easiest local deformation of silicon around
the tetrahedral site compared to the V1S configuration. The analy-
sis of relaxed structures reveals instead larger lattice deformations
in the case of the interstitial site than for the substitutional one.
However, introducing the helium atom into the monovacancy pre-
vents its relaxation by the well known Jahn–Teller mechanism. It
may explain the highest insertion energy for substitution, and be
considered as a local distortion associated to the helium presence
compared to the relaxed monovacancy. Another possible contribu-
tion is related to the repulsive interaction between the local elec-
tronic density and the NG impurity [98,70], an argument based
on the effective medium theory [99], It has been shown that a
nearly linear energy increase is obtained when a NG atom is
embedded into an homogeneous electron gas of increasing density
[98,100]. Our calculations indicate that the electronic density is
equal to 0.00458 bohr�3 in the tetrahedral site, and to
0.01173 bohr�3 in the center of the monovacancy (Table 2). This
difference is in agreement with a larger insertion energy for the
substitutional helium atom.

The different points discussed above would suggest that the
insertion energy Ei of a NG impurity could be expressed as the
sum of two contributions, an elastic one and an electronic one:

Ei ¼ Eelec þ Eelas ð4Þ

In agreement with Ref. [98], we use a linear relation for Eelec:

Eelec ¼ a� n ð5Þ

with n the local electronic density at the insertion site, and a a con-
stant characteristic of each NG species [98]. The elastic contribution
can be estimated using the following expression

Eelas ¼
24plda2a
3þ 4lv0 ð6Þ

which gives the elastic energy related to the insertion of a spherical
inclusion of radius r ¼ aþ da and compressibility v0 into a spherical
hole of radius a in a homogeneous medium of shear modulus l
[101]. To use this expression, we implicitly assume that a single
NG atom could be equivalent to a homogeneous inclusion, and that
isotropic elasticity theory is suitable here. These points will be dis-
cussed in details in the following. We also define that Eelas ¼ 0 if
da < 0, i.e. if the size of the inclusion is smaller than the available
free volume, since attractive interactions between the NG impurity
and the matrix are negligible here.

Our general purpose is to determine whether this simple inclu-
sion model could be suitable for reproducing the results of DFT cal-
culations. There are three unknown quantities for each NG species,
a;v0, and its radius r ¼ daþ a. In addition, the radii a of the spher-
ical holes associated to the available free volume at each insertion
site, are also unknown. All these quantities have been fitted against
the DFT computed insertion energies, using a simple Nelder-Mead
algorithm. Insertion energies of stable T, H, V1S, V2S, and V2C con-
figurations were selected as targets during the optimization proce-
dure. BC configurations have not been considered because the
relaxed geometry is characterized by an important unidirectional
distortion clearly incompatible with the spherical deformation
assumption of the model. The electronic densities at the corre-
sponding sites, extracted from the DFT calculations of pristine bulk,
and of the silicon mono- and di-vacancy, are given in the Table 2.
Finally, the shear modulus of silicon is taken equal to the Voigt
average of 68 GPa [102]. The quantities resulting from the fit are
reported in the Tables 2 and 3, while the Fig. 7 shows the correla-
tion between insertion energies obtained with DFT and with the
model. The latter clearly shows an excellent agreement between
the reference DFT energies and the values obtained from Eq. 4. In



Table 3
NG-related quantities a;1=v0 , and r, as defined in the inclusion model, obtained by
fitting DFT calculated insertion energies. rDFT values have been determined from DFT-
PBE calculations of fcc NG solids (see text for details).

He Ne Ar Kr Xe

a (eV bohr3) 160 171 161 46 101
1=v0 (GPa) 40 37 35 36 56
r (Å) 1.35 1.79 2.36 2.56 2.56
rDFT (Å) 1.47 1.61 2.07 2.26 2.49

Fig. 7. Correlation plot between insertion energies calculated with the inclusion
model and with DFT. The red straight line indicates equality (y ¼ x). (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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most of cases, the differences are below 0.1 eV, the most divergent
cases corresponding to helium and neon at the center of the diva-
cancy (0.4 eV and 0.8 eV respectively).

The Fig. 8 shows the relative contributions of elastic and elec-
tronic terms to the insertion energy for the different investigated
cases. There is a clear increase of the elastic part when going from
the small helium to the large xenon, as expected. Also this figure
reveals that the elastic contribution is the largest one for intersti-
tial T and H configurations. Conversely, the main contribution in
the case of the monovacancy is the electronic part. For helium
and neon, this is even the only contribution to the insertion energy
Fig. 8. Histogram plot showing the energy division between electronic (yellow) and elast
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referre
according to the model, which is in agreement with the negligible
structural relaxation observed in those cases, and the fact that the
center of the monovacancy is not the most stable site.

The success of the fitting procedure is an important prerequisite
towards the validation of the model, but it is even more important
to analyze the different resulting quantities. In fact, values out of
meaningful range or even unphysical (e.g. negative compressibil-
ity) would be a clear indication that the above model is not appro-
priate. We begin our analysis with the computed a values (Table 2).
For helium, our computed value is lower than previously published
data [98,99] (275 eV bohr3 and 313 eV bohr3), but the order of
magnitude is correct. For neon and argon, the computed values
increase to 171 eV bohr3 and 161 eV bohr3 respectively. Still they
are much lower than values reported in the Ref. [98]. One possible
explanation lies in the use of LDA in these earlier calculations,
which may lead to an overestimation of a due to a well known
overbinding behavior. Furthermore, it is noteworthy that the line-
arity is lost in the low density range (< 0:002 eV bohr3) for all NG
species save helium [100], with much smoother slopes. In our case,
this concerns the divacancy configurations (Table 2), and it is prob-
ably the reason why our computed a values are lower. It may also
explain why the result of the fit is less satisfactory in the case of
divacancy configurations. For krypton and xenon, a is now lower,
although one could have expected the opposite [100]. Overall, we
obtain reasonable a values with the expected order of magnitude
for the light NG species. Although our values may appear too small
for heavier NG species, this has a limited effect on the final result
since the main contribution of the insertion energy is Eelas due to
the large lattice distortions.

The second set of data concerns the compressibility of the inclu-
sion v0, or more conveniently 1=v0 the bulk modulus (Table 3).
Obviously this is an ill-defined quantity in our case since the inclu-
sion is a single atom. Nevertheless, it is possible to define an appro-
priate range of values. Considering first that the bulk modulus is
related to the strength of the interatomic bonds, 1=v0 is largely
dependent on the strength of the interaction between the NG
impurity and its silicon neighbors. NG species are notoriously
known to be highly compressible (low bulk modulus) in fluid
states, but data are scarce for solids. We have obtained a crude esti-
mation of the bulk modulus of fcc solid NG species by performing
DFT-PBE calculations (with the same cutoff than before and high
density k-points grid). Resulting values are approximately 1–
2 GPa, in good agreement with available data [103–106], and thus
much lower than the bulk modulus of silicon equal to 100 GPa
[102] as expected. It is then reasonable to assume that 1=v0 values
ic (blue) contributions in the model for the different configurations and NG species.
d to the web version of this article.)
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would range from 1 to 100 GPa. This is what we obtained during
the fitting procedure, with values typically ranging from 35 GPa
to 56 GPa. Therefore, calculated compressibility data further vali-
date our model. It also suggests that taking the average of inverse
compressibility may be a suitable approximation.

The last NG-related quantity is the radius r of the NG atom. This
is also an ill-defined property, which necessarily depends on how
the atom size is defined. For instance, it is possible to find atomic,
covalent, van der Waals, ionic, and metallic radii values for many
elements of the periodic table. In the case of NG, the van der Waals
radius seems to be the most plausible option [107]. Nevertheless,
there is a large scatter in available data, because van der Waals
radii tend to vary with the particular chemical environment of
the atom [108]. An alternative and consistent option is to consider
the radius rDFT , equal to half the first neighbors distance in the fcc
NG crystal that we previously described. These values are reported
in the Table 3, together with radii stemming from the fitting proce-
dure. A good agreement is reached for helium, neon, and xenon.
The largest differences of about 0.3 Å correspond to argon and
krypton, which remains quite satisfactory. Again, this set of data
validates our model.

Finally, the last quantities obtained from the fit are the radii of
the spherical hole in the host lattice, which is dependent on the
insertion site. The values resulting from the fit are reported in
the Table 2. A reasonable number is obtained for the T site, since
the fitted radius of 1.08 Å is slightly lower than half the distance
to the first-neighbors silicon atoms (1.18 Å). In comparison, we
also found a plausible value of 0.87 Å for the H site, in agreement
with a smaller available space. However, surprisingly large values
of 2.03 Å and 2.20 Å are obtained for the monovacancy center
(V1S) and a vacancy center in the divacancy (V2S). An estimation
of the available volume at these sites based on a first neighbors dis-
tance analysis would yield much lower equivalent radius, around
1.2 Å. This suggests that deforming the silicon lattice to insert a
NG atom in V1S and V2S sites is easier than expected. This could
be reproduced in the model only with large effective volumes to
avoid too high elastic energies. At last, the fitted radius for the
center of the divacancy site (V2C) is found to be 2.01 Å, which
corresponds to a reasonable equivalent volume for a divacancy.

In conclusion, the inclusion model proposed here seems to cap-
ture most of the physics related to the insertion of a NG atom into
silicon, since reasonable values are obtained for almost all fitted
quantities. One could be surprised of such a success, especially
given the assumption of isotropic elasticity, and even more the
modeling of an embedded single atom by a spherical inclusion in
a homogeneous medium. Only the insertion energies for helium
and neon in the center of the divacancy are too low compared to
DFT computed results (Fig. 7). But this is not a dramatic issue since
it does not change the stability ordering of the possible configura-
tions. However it is noteworthy that we did not use the most stable
BC configuration for argon, krypton and xenon in the fitting proce-
dure. Considering that the available space for inserting a NG atom
between two first neighbors silicon atoms is necessarily very small,
and that the electronic density should be high at this site, very high
insertion energies would be obtained with the inclusion model, in
stark contrast with DFT calculated data. This is clearly a failure, the
initial model assumptions being not compatible with large unidi-
rectional deformations concentrated on only two atoms. Then, it
appears that this inclusion model would be best suited for light
small NG species such as helium and neon.

Besides, it would be interesting to check the performance of this
model for other materials. Obviously, considering other cubic
diamond materials, for which the equivalent radii at each possible
sites have been determined here (Table 2), is straightforward. As a
test, the inclusion model was then used to determine the insertion
energy in T and H sites for helium and neon in diamond, for which
values are available [79]. Equivalent radii for T and H sites were
scaled accordingly to the ratio between diamond and silicon lattice
constants. We assumed that charge densities are roughly the same
at T and H sites for both materials. Finally, for elasticity constants,
we considered the experimental shear modulus of 478 GPa, and
the inverse compressibility of the inclusion was chosen to be
221 GPa. The latter is estimated as the arithmetic average of bulk
moduli of diamond (442 GPa) and of the DFT-computed NG solid
(1–2 GPa), as previously discussed. For helium, Goss and co-work-
ers [79] found insertion energies of 6.3 eV (T) and 8.6 eV (H), while
our model predicts 6.37 eV (T) and 7.72 eV (H). The agreement is
excellent for the T site, and only 10% too low for the H site. For
neon, values of 16.84 eV (T) and 17.52 eV are determined with
the model, slightly lower than the published data (17.9 eV (T)
and 19.5 eV (H)). Overall, the differences are less than 10%, which
is really encouraging given the approximate choice of diamond
parameters. In a larger perspective, this model may be even more
appropriate to predict the behavior of NG in metallic materials. In
fact, the assumption of a spherical inclusion in an isotropic med-
ium is probably more difficult to use in materials with covalent
bonds, which may favor higly distorted anisotropic deformations.
Nonetheless, this point would require further investigations.
5. Conclusion

This paper reports on our investigations concerning the stability
properties of single NG atoms in pristine silicon, and in interaction
with a mono- and a divacancy. Structures and energies associated
with several possible configurations have been obtained by per-
forming DFT-PBE calculations.

Our calculations first confirmed that the most stable configura-
tion for helium and neon interstitials was the tetrahedral T site.
Besides, we found a new stable configuration for argon, krypton,
and xenon, similar to the bond-centered structure favored for
atomic hydrogen. For argon, it is as stable than the T configuration,
whereas it becomes much more stable than all alternatives for
krypton and xenon. We showed that mono- and divacancies were
traps for all NG species, save helium which is repelled by the
monovacancy. Another singularity is found for neon which is best
located in the vicinity of the monovacancy, unlike heavier NG spe-
cies. In conditions of vacancy supersaturation, interstitial NG
atoms are then expected to be captured. Comparing the interstitial
insertion with a process involving the thermally activated forma-
tion of vacancies, it appears that the latter becomes more and more
likely for larger NG species. Hence, for krypton and xenon, the life-
time of interstitial configurations is predicted to be very short,
even in a non-damaged material.

In a second part, we proposed a model combining a repulsive
interaction between the host local electronic density and the NG
impurity, and an elastic description of the NG atom as a deform-
able spherical inclusion into an homogeneous isotropic medium.
The different parameters of this model, either being an intrinsic
property of the NG atom or pertaining to the silicon host, have
been fitted against several DFT-computed insertion energies, and
the analysis of the final numbers suggests that the model is appro-
priate to describe the embedding of a helium or neon atom into sil-
icon. Using approximated data, we showed that the model can be
used to determine energies for interstitial helium and neon in dia-
mond with a good accuracy.
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